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ABSTRACT
We-: corisider the error floor of coherently arid differentially del,ec;tecl PAM (pulse amplitude modulation) in time-dispersive

I’aclirig channels; PAM includes PSK (phase shift keying) and

Q A M as special cases. We introduce a new Zak-transform
IJ>LWXI method [or computing the error floor. This method
cari l x applied to arbitrary modulation forrnats and a very
general class of t,ime-dispersive channels. W e prove that unfiltered BPSK exhibits no error floor when the sampling phase is

chosen adsptively and (for coherent detection) the basis pulse
satisfies a symmetry condition. For filtered BPSK there is
an error floor, which depends on the filter bandwidth. For
higher-order modulations, there is always an error floor; it can
be attributed to I-Q crosstalk.

I. INTRODUCTION
The performance of unequalized wireless communication
systems is often nbt limited by noise, but by intersymbol
interference (ISI) caused by the time dispersion of the m 5
bile radio channel; the bit error probability due to IS1 is
lciiown as “error floor” [ 11. Knowledge of the error floor is
of particular importance in cordless telephones, e.g. P W T
(Personal Wireless Telephone) [a],PHS (Personal Handyphone System) [3], and DECT (Digital Enhanced Cordless Telecommunications) 141, where equalizers are usually
avoided because of cost reasons. T h e above mentioned
systems are often also used in low-mobility PCS (personal
communications systems), where the time dispersion of
the mobile radio channel is larger than in ”classical” cordles applications. Investigations of the error floor are thus
of great practical as well as theoretical importance.
iVfost of the earlier investigations of the error floor assume
a fixed sampling instant (a. k. a. “sampling phase”), i.e.,
the ofLset between the minimum excess clelay of the channel arid the time instant where the demodulator samples
t,he received signal remains constant over time, see e.g.
[5, 6 , 7, 8 , 9, lo]. In practice the sampling phase is often
i d j i i s t d according to the instantaneous channel configuration (“adaptive sampling phase” or just, “adaptive sampling” for short). This principle has first been suggested
by Yoshida et, al. [ll, 121, who proposed to adjust the
smipling phase according to the “eye pattern”. R.ecently,
t,liis idea has been extended to training-sequence based
adapt,at,iori of the sampling phase [13, 141. In [13, 141,it

has been demonstrated that, the use of an adaptive sampling phase leads to a reduction of the error floor, with
the achievable improvement depending on the modulation format and the filtering. Unfiltered BPSK and MSK
have zero error floor, while (rI4-D)QPSK exhibits an
error floor even in the case of adaptive sampling.
I-Iitherto, investigations of adaptive sampling were based
on the assumption of a two-delay channel, which allows
a comparatively simple computation of the error floor;‘
furthermore, only differential detection was considered.
In this paper, we solve a problem that is in several respects more general: (i) we assume an N-delay Rayleigh
or Rician fading channel; (ii) we assume general pulse amplitude modulation (PAM), including M-ary phase shift
keying (PSK) and multi-level quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM); (iii) we consider both coherent and differential demodulation. Our approach is based on t h e socalled Zak-transform (ZT) [15, 16, 171, which will b e seen
to allow a simple and elegant treatment of the problem.
Our new formulation furthermore allows physical insights
into the reasons for the different behaviors of BPSK and

QPSK.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we describe
the considered system and give a brief description of the
principle of adaptive sampling. Furthermore the most important properties of the ZT are reviewed, and the basic
approach for the investigation of the error floor is outlined. In Secs. 3 and 4, we apply this method to coherent
and differential detection, respectively. We furthermore
provide physical interpretations of our findings. In Sec. 5 ,
we summarize our results and give conclusions for the design of cordless communications systems.

11. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

A. The Basic System
When transmitting over an ideal channel, the received
PAM signal can b e written as

u(t)=

c

Ckg(t

-k),

(1)

IC

where the ck are the complex-valued data symbols, g ( t )
is the convolution of the transmitter pulse shape b ( t ) and
’The analysis for differentially detected MSK in App. B of 1131
assumes an N-delay channel, but exploits specific properties of
IvISK and thus does not allow a straightforward extension to PAM.
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17igiirc3 I: Block diagram of the considered syskem. Po-

sitioti of matched filter and fading channel are inter-

c:llanged, sec: text.

the impulse respons:e of the (matched) filter in the receiver. Without loss of generality, the symbol period satisfies T = 1. For unfiltered PAM, the “basis pulse“ g ( t ) is
a triangular function. For BPSK, the data symbols satisfy clC E {+l,-l}; for QPSK, it is often convenient to
write c I c E (1 + j , 1 --j,--I + j , - I
j}.
For the mobile radio channel, we make the following assumptions: (i) the channel is Rayleigh-fading or Ricianfading [lS](ii) the channel does not change appreciably
during one data burst. Practical coherence times are on
the order of lOms 11131. The length of a data burst in
usual cordless systems, on the other hand, is less than
lms. The assumptbon of the quasi-stationary channel is
thus well justified, which implies that the channel impulse
response can b e written as

-

N

h(t,T ) = /L(T)
=

C aiejOi 6(r-

~i),

i31

(2)

where the aiejOi are complex-valued Gaussian random
variables; if they ,are zero-mean, the amplitudes are
Rayleigh-fading, otherwise, they are Rician-fading. The
~j are assumed to be fixed, and TO is set to 0 without loss
of generality. We also assume that the time dispersion
of the channel is small, i.e., the T; are smaller than 1.
Since we consider the error floor, the noise added by the
channel can be neglected. The receiver then samples the
signal ~ ( t i.e.
) , the convolution of u(t)with h(t),at the
time .instants k ft , where t, can vary with the channel
configuration.

B. Adaptive Choice of the Sampling Phase
The training sequence-based adaptive dekrmination of
the sampling phase can be realized as follows 1131: during
the tmining sequence, the received signal is oversampled
(witli respect to the: symbol rate) by a factor Nsamp,i.e.,
the sainpling instants are given by
n,
t1;p
= fk ,
(3)
Nsam],

n

= -NsMnpr-Nsamp+- 1..., 2N,samp

k E Z

Figure 2: Principle of adaptive sampling with oversampling factor 4. n = 0 , l fulfills the condition 0 < t, <
n = 2,3 fulfills the condition T
,
< t, < 1.
T,,,.
n = 4,5 is equal t o n = 0 , l with s = 1.
We then define 3NSamp+1symbol-rate sampled sequences
qn according to
41
q2

= T(tl,l)
= T(tl,2)

qn =

T(t1,n)

T(t2,l)
T(t2,2)

T(t3,l)
T(t3,2)

..

T(t4,l)
T(t4,2)

**

..

(4)

~(t2,n) ~(t3,n) ~(t4,n)

We then analyze the various sequences qn and determine
the one that shows the least deviation from t h e transmitted sequence. The corresponding ndptprovides the
optimum sampling phase
ts,opt

=

n a pt

(5)

Nsanzp

for detection of the unknown data in the burst.
Even though we have assumed that the maximum excess deIay of the channeI is smaller than one bit length,
the channel can shift the optimum sampling phase over a
range -1 5 t, 5 2 [13]. Thus we are allowing n to vary
in the range -Nsamp 5 n 5 2Nsamp,which is larger than
one bit length. We will incorporate this into our derivations by allowing the sampling phase to be t, s, where
t , E [0,1)
, while the “word synchronization parameter ‘I
s can take on the values - l , O , 1 independently oft, (see
Fig. 2).
We note that if there is filtering, the decision for a certain
received bit will be influenced by m adjacent bits with
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+

ni,

tlepentling on the filter bandwidth. Wlien computing
we thus have t o compute the BER. for each bit
(;lie BER.,
y/i.-tiq)lei;, and then average over the resiilts.

The ZT of the transmitted signal (including receiver filtering) is

C. Ti/.(:%d:Dun.sf(),m,

where C(,f)denotes the discrete-time Fourier transform
cke-jaflkJ.
of tJie data sequence c k , i.e., C ( f )=
Employing the channel model discussed in Sec. 2, the received signal is given by “(t)= Cia; exp(j@;)u(t- ri).
Using (lo), the ZT of the received signal reads

z7$, .f) = Z,(t, . f ) C ( f ) ,

XI,

T l i c Zak t,ransform [L5, 16, 171 is n natural tuol for studyiiig tlic.: c-:l.kcts of different receiver sampling pliases. In
fact,: it; has b(-:en shown in [19] that. the ZT is a usefill tool
for 1;1icstiitly of the impacts of receiver sarriplirig phase on
t,lie eqiidiznbility (symbol-spaced or frncl;ionally spaced)
or hxnsmissio ri channels.
‘Clic.: ZT of the continuous-time signal ~ ( treads
) [ 161
00

Z!& , f ) =

Z+, .f) =

z ( t + 1) exp ( - j Z T l . f ) .

~ , +t1,.f) = ejzafZz(t,, f )
(t,.f + 1) = Z z ( t , f ) .

zz

(7)
(8)

The signal s ( t ) can be recovered from the ZT according
to

i’

ZZ(t,.f) df.

+

Z,(t, - ri,f ) = Zu(ts 1 - ri,f ) e - j z r f

(9)

ZZ(G7)= ZZ(t - 7 ,f ) .

( 10)

The ZT of the product of two signals z p ( t )= za(t)zb(t)
is given by

.ii

(t,f - v)Z,, ( t ,U ) dv.

I n the following, we assume that g ( t ) is supported (has

[-Nl,
Nh).Hence,

+ l)e-j2%‘J

for

t E [O,1). (12)

l=- /Vi

which yields
Nh-l

for

g(ts

ck

ug?j+;
k

+1 - 7i)Js-k-l

l=-Nl

(18)
with 6, = 61,,0 denoting the Kronecker delta. The
actual decision variable is obtained by multiplying
the received signal with a local oscillator (Lo). If
the LO uses a narrow-band filtered version of the
received signal, then multiplication with the LO and
application of gain control can be written as division
by ,Xai,ei+;‘ so that the decision variable is obtained
as

For t iiot in the fundamentai interval, Z,(t,,f) can be
obt,nined from the above expression using the quasiperiodicity relation (7). In the special case of unfiltered
PAM, g ( t ) is a. triangular pulse supported within [0,2)
witli its peak at t = 1. In that case, we obtain from (12)
Z:)(t,,[=
) t+(1-t)e-jZTf

The receiver samples in t h e range T,,
5 t, < 1,
i.e., 0 5 t , - r; < 1 (note t h a t due to our definitions
of g ( t ) , the sampling time in a distortionless channel is t, = 1. In order t o fall into t h e fundamental
inverval, we have t o use t , = 0 and s = 1 in this
case). Applying the inversion equation (9) and taking into account the effect of word synchronization,
the received signal is given by:

i

A. Decision, variable

g(.t

e

“(ts) =

111. COHERENT DETECTION

finite vaiiies) in the interval

(16)

(11)

n o m (6) it is obvious t h a t Z,(t,.f)
is t h e discrete-time
Fourier transform of the sampled version of the signal ~ ( t )
shifted by an amount o f t .

NI, - 1

(15)

This guarantees that the first argument of 2, and consequently that of 2, lies within the fundamental interval
t E [0,1). This is necessary because (12), which will be
used extensively in the following, is valid for t E [0,1).
We now have to distinguish two different cases:

The ZT of the shifted signal z ( t - 7 ) is

~ ! ] )I,( t =
,

- Ti, f ) .

the word synchronization into account by simply multiplying &(t,.f)by exp(j2nfs), where s is the word synch
parameter.
For -1 _< t , - ri < 0, it follows from (7) that

(6)

Z:,:
( t ,J ) is periodic in the frequency variable and quasiperiotlic in the time variable, i.e.

z.,(>t ,f ) =

U#iZ7‘(t
i

The quasi-periodicity of the ZT, Eq. (7), allows tso t a l e

l=-o;r

z ( t )=

(14)

N I >- 1

r(ts) = C

C k

k

t E [0,1). (13)
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Y&)6s-k-l,

L=-NI

(19)

i i rittidorri vari,able obtSainedby dividiiig two corre1nl;etl Gaussian random variables. The corresponding
-c:orreliitioti coefEicient clepencls on the value of t,y.To
sirnplily notation, the tlependencc: of ;yl on t , will
liericc-:forth be written explicitly only when required.

is

0

‘I?lic: rcxeiver samples in the range 0 I t , 5 T,,,,.
In
1.1ie following, PIrLdenotes tlie nurriher of advanced
cx:lio(~s,i.e., eclicte- whith delays smrtllw than C,s, and
iV,l 1;Iic number of tlelayed echoes. Nol;e that N, and
iV,/ t1q)eIid on the sampling tirrie t,s.Advanced echoes

sat;isf,yO

liitve

5 t,s-

< I, wherea.. for tl(:lwped

~ i

- 1 5 its - ‘ri < 0.

whoes, we
Now iising (16) ;incl defining

arbitrary values. However, if we choose the basis pulse

g ( t ) such that

g(t) + g ( t

+ 1) = 1

for t E [O, I),

(25)

+

t,lien Go $1 = 1 for all t. In other words, satisfying
Eq. (25) guarantees correct transmission when c, = c,- 1.
The implications of this condition will b e discussed more
extensively below.
If cS = --(;+I, we get, r ( t s )= c,[25, - 11. One certain
channel constellation corresponds to a certain value of Go.
:hj)ending on the channel constellation,
can t a l e on
all possible valiies. If the term in brackets is larger than
zero then2 R.e{r(t,)} = c,; otherwise, R.e{r(t,)} = -cy,
arid thus R.e{r(t,)} = cs- 1 .
Tlie aim of all detecti0.n and synchronization procedures
is to have the detected bit agree with the transmitted
ck. If we use for some channel constellations (5 <
the word synch shift s = 0, and for the other channel
constellations the shift s = +1, then we always detect
correctly. The training sequence allows us to find out the
current channel constellation, and thus the correct word
synch shift. The exact value oft, does not even play a role
for the error floor, just as long as we sample within the
correct interval. Of course, t,5becomes important when
noise is also taken into account.
The above considerations relied on the fact that only two
bits can influence the decision. This requires on the one
hand that rm,, 5 t, < 1, and on the other hand that
the support of the basis pulse is restricted to t h e range
[O, 2). Otherwise, severa! bits, and consequently several
$ will influence the decision at the receiver. It is thus not
possible to always find a value for s that guarantees an
error-free transmission for all bit combinations.
When we apply filtering, e.g., to make t h e spectrum of
the transmitted signal narrower, and thus increase the
spectra1 efficiency, the basis pulse extends over a range
that is larger than [0,2). The smaller t h e filter bandwidth, the larger the number of relevant 5,and also the
smaller the correlation between them. This proves the
(intuitively clear) conjecture that the smaller the bandwidth, the larger is the error floor for adaptive sampling.
Let us now consider the implications of Eq. (25). We
require a certain symmetry from the basis pulse. For unfiltered PAM, i.e., when*g(t)is a triangular pulse, the condition is obviously satisfied. In the case of fractional-bit
detection, where the integrator in the receiver integrates
not from 0 to 1, but only from T I to 1, we have

3)

It is important to recognize that although the random variables y d , ~ ,and ya,l are correlated, they can
in principle take on every complex value.
B. E n o r J o o r of BPSK
Based on the general equations for the decision variable,
Eqs. ( t g ) , (22), we shall next analyze the error floor of
unfiltered BPSK. Let us assume that the sampling time
satisfies T,
< t, :s 1 , and that g ( t ) is supported in
[0,2). For BPSK, thse possible symbols are ck = kl,and
the decision is based on the real part of the output variable, so that we have

wltera
that

,%

+

Re{r(t,)} = C , ~ O c,-l$l
= Re{yl}. For the case e, = ~

>0

irii~x{G)(t)f F1 ( t ) }

for

.t E

in ortlcr to achieve i s correct decision

~ -

[T~,,,,

(23)
1we
, require

I)

(24)

Tlie possibility of

chiXi1ging the word :jynch parameter s ( l o a not help in
I:liat. cnse, because cs = c , - ~ , so that iising a different
word synch parameter does not alter the decision. In
principle, the random variables g
o and
can take on

( 0

otherwise

and hence the symmetry condition is satisfied.
‘strictly speaking, of course Re(r(t,)} = x c S where x is a positive constant. However, this has no influence on the decision; SO t o
simplify notation, we do not explicitely write this positive constant
in the following.
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\Vc stress that for zero error floor, b o t h the symmetry
condition n71.d the support condition (i.e. g ( t ) rnust be
x ( x o outside the interval [0,2) ) must be fiilfilled. Nyquist
piilses, for example, do not allow to ac:tiieve zero error
floor - they fulfill neither condition.

I;. Errv T Jl o or of QPSK
Also for Q’PSK, we start with the assiiirtption that the
si.mtpliiig instant lies between r,,,;,ancl 1. The output

IV. DIFFERENTIAL DETECTION

A. Decision variable
For differential detection, the form of the output signal
is somewhat more complicated. T h e decision variable is
7 ( t b ) 7 ( t-S 1). Using (9) and ( l l ) ,the decision variable
(including word synchronization) can be written as
,.I

r.1

viiria1)le is then

T(t,$)

= Cs:y() + C,-11J1

Z;( t s-u)e-jgrvducif
,

(27)

Tltc-:t,r:insmit symbols satisfy ck: E { l+j, 1- j , - 1+j,-1j } ; I;his allows to make the decisions for the received sym-

bols separately for real and imaginary part,. We write the
real part, of the output signal as

where we have used

the

fact

Zz-(t-l) =

that

2;( t ,-.f) exp( - j 2 ~ f ) . If we have only advanced echoes,
i.e. if the sampling time lies between T ~ , , and I, t h e

decision variable r ( t s )is given by

+

R ~ ? { z / * ( t , ) }= R.e{cs} R.e{yo} Re{c,s-l} R.e{yl} (28)
- Im{cS}Im{yo} - Im{r;s-l}Im{yl}

If the second line in Eq. (28) would not be present, the error floor could be eliminated by appropriate choice of the
word synch parameter s, as we proved for t h e BPSK case.
The complications arising in the QPSK case stem from
the fact that t h e real and imaginary parts of the symbols
cS are independent of each other. If Im{c,} = Im{c,-l},
then the second line in Eq. (25) is zero (due t o our symmetry requirement, yo + y l = l),and we have to choose
the word synch parameter just as in the case of BPSK.
This means that s is fixed, and we have no more (‘deg ~ e c sof freedom“. For those symbol combinations where
1m{qs} = - Im{cs-l}, the second line can take on either
a large positive value, or a large negative value, according t o the quadrature component of t h e symbols. This
second line thus acts as interference, and can cause erroneous decisions. Obviously, an error-free transmission is
not possible when the sampling time lies between 0 and
rmzrx,
because in that case, even more bits influence the
decision. Similar conclusions hold when the modulation
format is not QPSK, but a more complex QAM modulation format. As long as there is an independent quadrat i m component, it can lead t o uncontrollable interference
(cxosst,alk).
This derivation corroborates Yoshida’s [ 1l] conjecture
that, t,he “quadrature component interference“ (I-Q
crosstdlc) is a major reason for the error floor in systems
with adaptive sampling phase. We also note, however,
(,hat t h i s is n o t t r u e for MSK W h i l e in WlSK t h e t r a n s mit symbols also can take on 4 values in t h e constellation
diagram (+l,+j,-1, -j),in-phase and quadrature phase
iire not independent of each other: if Im(c) # 0, then
He{c} = 0 and vice versa. This explains why MSK can
be transmitted with zero error floor (see [13]).

If the support of g ( t ) is limited to [0,2) and T,
we get

< t, 5 1,

where we have introduced the random variables

P =
4 =

w =

B. BPSK
For t h e computation of the error floor of BPSK, let us
assume that sampling occurs at ,r
5 t , 5 1. Furthermore, the symbols are f l , so that the complex conjugation of the symbols has no effect; we also replace ZJ by
= R.e{w} = R.e{v*}. T h e variable ww* is real, and is correlated with ?, but can take on all possible values. T h e
positive factor IpI2 has no influence on the decision and
will therefore be omitted in the following. The decision
variable can then b e written as
Re(r(t,)}

=

(32)

W V * [ C , - ~ C ~ - ~i
] -

z[cscs-2
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+ cs-lcs-l]

f CsCs-1

Corisitlering the various possible bit combinations (analo-

1o-2

goiisly to the case of coherent detection), we find that we

Iiave

tm

distinguish the following channel configurations3

0

lvjB> L

:

in that case, .s = 0

0

IvI'

< 1.

:

in that case, s.= 1.

L

1o

-~

0

It; is iioteworthy that for differential detect;ioii, we need no
syiiiiriet;rv of the basis pulse. The symirxtzy inherent in
~ ; h tlifhwitial
s
detection procedure is srlffic:ient to obtain
zero wror floor if t1i.e support condition is hilfilled.

0

E
L.

2
lii

10-4

c;. 0 PSK
1o5

a r i exainple for QPSIC, we consider n/4-shifted
DQPSK, sirice this has the greatest practical importance.

As

as d,, we know that all d, satisfy
Ablmviating c,c:dS E { l + j , l - j , - l + j , - l - j } . Theoiitput signalcan
then be written as

~ ( t=
,~
d, )+ d s d S - 1 ~ +* W

+ ds-I*tYt)*

(33)

Closer inspection sbows (analogously to t8he coherently
detected QPSK) that the word synch parameter s cannot be chosen in such a way that the error floor becomes
zero: for R.e{r(t,) } there are always contributions involving the quadrature components, Im{ d,}, Im{ d,- 1 }. Since
the sign of these cannot b e controlled (they are independent of the real parts), there is always the possibility that
a large (if v is large) quantity with a sign that can be both
positive and negative (depending on Im{d,}) is added.
This prevents an error-free decision. The situation for
Im{r(t,)} is completely analogous.
Let us consider a n example: Re{d,-,} = -1, Re{&} =
1, Rc+{u) = 0, Im(v} = 1.2. If Im{ds-l) = Im{d,},
then R.e{r(l)} = -0.44, i.e. the word synch parameter s
must be chosen to lse s = I. If, however, Im{d,} = -1,
Im{&-l> = I, them Re{r(l)} = c1.96, and s must be
chosen to be 0. Since s cannot simultaneously have two
different values, error-free transmission is not possible.

roll-off parameter a
Figure 3: Error Aoor for DBPSK and .rr/4-DQPSK for
SIT = 0.2. Nyquist filters with roll-off parameter a.
differential detection of the received signal. If we apply
filtering, so that the length of t h e basis pulse is longer
than 2, several bits influence the decision at the receiver.
It is thus not possible t o always find a value for s t h a t
guarantees a n error-free transmission for all bit combinations.
For the design of cordless systems, t h e above considerations have important consequences.
a

BPSK is superior to QPSK with respect to the error
floor. This is in contrast to t h e widespread opinion that BPSK is inferior in time-dispersive environments because the symbol duration is shorter (for
identical bit rate). We showed, however, that t h e advantages of adaptive sampling with BPSK more than
compensate this disadvantage. For cordless phones
in highly time-dispersive channels, use of the "simple" BPSK is thus a n attractive approach.

a

The filter bandwidth has a very strong influence on
the error floor of BPSK, while it has less influence
on QPSK. This effect can also be seen from Fig. 3,
where the error floor for BPSK with Nyquist pulses
is shown as a function of the roll-off parameter (the
numerical values are obtained by computer experiments).

e

We showed that the quadrature-component interference prevents zero error floor for QPSK. We furthermore showed that this must also hold for more
complex modulation format , such as M-ary PSK and
combined amplitude- and phase shift keying, if t h e
real and imaginary parts of the transmission symbols
are uncorrelated.

V. SUR/IMA.RY
AND CONCLUSIONS
W e computed the error floor for PAM modulation with
adaptive choice of the sampling phase. Our derivations
were based on the Zak transform, a tool that lends itself
naturally to the problem of adaptive sampling. The receiver output (decision variables) was computed by exploiting elementary and well-'documented properties of
t;he Z u k transform. The applied method is thus simple
and applicable to a large class of modulation formcks.
With Lhis approach, we have shown that, lor BPSK, t h e
error Noor can be reduced to zero just as Iong as the
maximum excess delay of the channel is sinaller than the
symbol length, and the basis pulse is zero outside the in1;ervrzl [0,2). For Q:PSK, such a reduction is not possible
1xc:aiise of the quadrature-component interference. The
same is true for any higher-order QANI modulation format. These results are valid both for coherent and for

-

'The details are omitted because of space restrictions

1

0

0

Not only the delay spread, but also the maximum
excess delay plays a n important role in describing the
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c:ortllcss telephone channel; it tleterniines whether in
Iirinciple zero error Noor is possible or not.
0

F'or cvlierent detection of BPSIC, we wqiiire that the

1)asispiilse liilfills a symmetry condition in addition
{;(.I tlic! requirement of limited support, of the pulse
(lirriitc.:tl to [O, 2 ) ) . For tlifFerentia1 tlet,c-:c:t,ion,no such
syirimetry requirement exists, becaiist-: there is an inIic.:leitl;

symmetry in the detection rriel;liotl.
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